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M051b 891203 I change the serum of the spine and the gray matter to do a deep meditation, and experience the intuition 
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Rome 82EA 
Are we going to wait for somebody?  You are translating?   
Student:  (----). 
YB:  Where is he?  . 
Just relax, we are trying to wait for some people who are coming.   
Now everybody has come?  We have ten bodies.   
Where were you today? 
Student:  Teaching here. 
YB:  You are here, there, nowhere.  That's why everybody is late.  How many people are there down in the back wall.  
Lot of people are hiding there.  What's there back there?  Dressing room looks like full of people.  Okay. 
We have ten bodies.  Spiritual body we call it soul, mental negative, which give us the right to life.  Anything we 
know, hear, see is the job of the body negative to think negative about it.  Because that gives you right of life to protect 
yourself.  Then you have mental positive, the job of that body is what is positive of the negative.  But unfortunately if 
you do not develop to use body positive for positive, it starts working very unfortunately for us.  It starts getting the 
information from subconscious and memory and start supporting the body negative.  So we have negative mind, we 
have positive mind which confirms the negative mind.  By experience, by memory, by subconscious, then we are third 
body, body neutral.  Mental neutral, mental neutral is to guide us what we should do.  That is the intuitive body which 
we never develop.  Very few.  And one who does not have a intuition has not protection.  Life will be unhappy one 
way or the other.   
That is why this Kundalini Yoga, Kundalini Yoga was not developed for any other purpose.  It was developed that 
within shortest possible time man may become sensitively intuitive.  Because if you practice hata yoga takes twenty 
years.  And every other yoga is eighteen, twenty, twenty two.  In Kundalini Yoga maximum days are ninety that's it.  
But it's hard, it's not something..... 
Student:  (---). 
YB:  Pundit is little tired.  So if you are not intuitive, you are not human.  Because you don't have hoofs, claws, nails, 
skin, horn, you have no other protection.  Your protection is your intuition.  You must know positive of the negative 
and neutral of the positive and negative so that you can act and compute right.  Then you have arc body.  This physical 
body is physical body, just one body.  Then around you the halo, the arc body.  Then you have auric body, aura.  Then 
you have subtle body.  Subtle body is in which your soul will depart the physical body.  Then you have pranic body, 
then you have radiant body, which we call shield.  The radiant body is so beautiful, if developed, you walk in, your 
presence will work, you will not utter one word.  Now you understand?  And do you understand how many bodies you 
have got.  And do you know how many bodies you know.  Or work on or develop.   
We will touch certain areas today to feel certain things.  All right?  You are ready to work?  Are you here, you are 
okay?  My idea is that if I put you through these two days, yesterday and today through little experience and clean you 
out, the next Friday, Saturday, Sunday you will be with me three days.  Then I can make a good toast out of you.  
That's my intention, first go slowly, and calm and quiet, peaceful, so we develop a trust, then develop little bit love, 
then spin you around, then, so that when I leave Rome you will never be the same.  And that is what is required once a 
while to clean it all out.  It's called cleaning the Karma.  It's like general tune up, service so that car can run for six 
months okay.  These two days I am just changing the oil so that the serum of the spine and the gray matter can just 
exchange itself so that when you put to a deep meditation, intuition you should be in a position to experience. 
Lock this.  Come on, come on,  you want to experience.  Money can only to let you come in the class, work will give 
you experience, not the liras.  Sixty degree from your 
body straight elbow, absolutely no bent, not like this, 
this won't work, straight.  This is, this is knowledge.  
This finger is very important.  Jupiter, Jupiter.  Guru 
which brings from darkness to light.  Make circles with 
it.  You will freak out.  But it's good.  You have never 
done it.  I never taught it, you don't know, so move, 
move, move, move.  You will be miserable in three 
minutes.  I know I teach these classes, I know what 
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happens.  Now Jupiter, Jupiter is the Guru.  It's a star of knowledge, sophisticated knowledge.  Self discovery.  It is 
that what you enjoy in a physical, sexual intercourse, sensuality, sexuality in that what you enjoy is that you think 
good about it.  Not, otherwise it's a whole bacteria and mucous nothing, no good.  It's not, it is not sexual ejaculation, 
but it is the sense of it.  That is Jupiter.  It’s the most powerful experience you will go through in a while.  But keep 
elbows straight and keep on moving the Jupiter finger round and round.  Not the arm, just finger.  One finger only.  
Move it.  Move and be miserable.  It will start hurting now.  Yeah, it will start hurting.  Because it is bringing 
parasympathetic nerve system, tuning it up.   
Now it will start tuning the nervous system, it starts hurting.  But it's better to get hurt than to be lump.  Move, move, 
move, move.  Come no be pretty.  Make the circle, make the circle, make the compromise with God.  With your first 
finger make circle round God.  Think anything, make an elephant, doesn't matter to me.  So long you move the 
finger... 
If it hurts it is okay.  Well, it will save you from lot of things.  One of the thing is all of a sudden heart attack.  Nervous 
breakdown.   
Hey Gur Daan, could you check with somebody where are those three people going?   
Just don't worry, I can't do better than this.  Keep on moving and get hurting, it's okay, I do it everyday.  I know it 
hurts.  But it opens up my arteries, it is recuperating my heart, it is changing the whole thing.  Are you special that you 
don't want to do anything and want to have everything?  Everyday you are supposed to do this.  It is for your nervous 
system.  If you want not to have heart attack, not to go blind young, not to have iron lung disease those kind of fatal 
diseases you should be doing it everyday.  I know you want to yell and scream but not right now.  Keep on moving 
and 7 minutes  now whistle. 
(Students whistle......) 
It will hurt less, if you strongly whistle it will hurt less. 
(Whistling stops...) 
Inhale deep and stretch your finger tight.  Tight, push it tight like steel, make it hard.  Tight.  Project out.  Let the 
breath go.  Inhale deep again.  Full lungs, expand ribcage, little more inhale in.  And now be tense.  Tense, tense, 
tense.  Hold, tense, stretch out that finger.  Let it go.  Relax.  Gracias. 

We are just stimulating bodies.  Now put your fingers 
like this.  This is for healing, very personal healing.  
Now shake your body like this.  Earthquake they call it.  
No, with a balance, this balance must be maintained.  
Move, move the entire body like an earthquake.  Move, 
move, move, you will find where it's hurting, where 
disease is, you will heal.  There is nothing better in self 
healing than this, come on.  Whole body should shake 
like San Francisco earthquake.  But keep the balance.  
Vitality, you have, you need vitality.  On your butts 
move just like this.  Spring board whole body move.   
Hey where are you guys are taking your luggage and 

running round?  Come in you are missing exercise, what are you doing.   
Please move, you have to sweat with this exercise, not going to stop right now.  You have to... only  poison of the 
body will start coming as sweat.  Move, move, move, open your pores.  Poison of the body bring it out from the inner 
organs, not of the skin and the muscle but the inner organ will sweat.  This enriches the electromagnetic psyche of the 
body.  It's very healthy, but it is very confusing.  Come on move, move, move.  Try to sweat, do it hard, please.  More 
you sweat in this exercise, more healthy on the spot you will be.  This is also a check against fatal diseases.  Fatal, 
terminal diseases.   
Please, please, please.  Put that tape.  Give them some music. 
(The drum beat tape is played in the class) 
YB:  (Over tape) get rid of the poison please.  Dance with it.  Make body sweat.  But keep the fingers touching, so that 
neutrality can be maintained.  Sharper, harder.  And also imagine you are expelling the poison of the being.  This tune 
is five thousand year old.  Come, come, this exercise  come to me, I will heal you.  Harder, harder, harder.  Try, try, 
try, try to sweat.  You must squeeze the disease out of you through your sweat.  Your aura has started getting better 
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please help more.  We must reach this disease free zone.  Please participate don't stand, join.  Get rid of your disease.  
Sweat hard.  Come on.  Keep up, keep up, keep up. 
(Tape stops) 
YB:  Inhale deep, take your left hand and put on your navel point.  Navel point and take your right hand and put on 
your forehead.  And please meditate.  Let the energy flexes now heal you perfect. 
(The tape ‘Wahe Guru Waheji….’ is played in the class) 
YB:  (Over tape) Let us move all the bad luck from our being.  Let us change the writ written on our forehead.  
Control the hand which controls the forehead, it's very effective.  Be confident and remove from the writ the 
misfortune by your own hypnotic sense and intuitive projecting.  Consolidate your being now.  Intuitively and 

hypnotically feel all the bad luck is written off. 
(Tape stops) 
Inhale deep.  Hold the breath tight, inhale more.  Hold the breath.  
Let it go.  Inhale deep again.  Little more.  Let it go.  Inhale again, 
deep.  .  You know what I mean, deep, hold tight.  Now with a 
cannon fire let it go.  Relax.   
Okay now get up and go to bathroom.  Get rid of the body poison, 
hurry up.   
Okay, when you were children you were playing ball like this.  
Remember that?  Come on.  Play, play, play, play.  No, no, in 

front like this as you are playing a real ball.  Not like this.  You 
have to really play there is a actual ball you are playing.  The 
electromagnetic psyche will change the electromagnetic field, you 
will feel in couple minutes just do that.  Play, play, you will 
understand don't worry.   
We are going to experience the subtle body, body which carries our 
souls from here onward when we drop the physical body.  Right in 
front of you with two hands as there is ball in your hand and you are 
playing it.  You can interpret it as you like but it's okay.  So long you 
move your hands we are okay.  Now close your eyes, as you move your 
hands, so you breathe the breath of fire.  See now you work all right.  
The hand and breath of fire should move at the simultaneous time.  Good.  Powerful breath of fire and powerful 
meeting of the hands.  We want to change the chemistry of the blood from unhealthy to healthy.  Breath of fire should 
be little more powerful.  Air combustion in the lungs will change the blood and the activity will make the ribcage to 

work accordingly.  It is a very active way to bring healthy blood into the being. Side B 
Please purify your blood, don't lazy it out.  These are simple exercises but they are very 
powerful.  Do it very intelligently, honestly, sincerely.  Try to achieve a point of perfection.  
Inhale deep, put your both hand on the navel point please, at navel.  Bellybutton, navel and 
meditate deeply, breathe long and deep.  Deep very slow, very deep. 
(The tape ‘Wahe Guru, Wahe Guru.....’ is played in the class) 
YB:  (Over tape) concentrate deeply at the navel point, the center of pure energy.  Center of 
the soul, spirit, body.  This purification will last long with you if you do it right.  If you 
concentrate on the navel point now there is so much energy that you can totally heal 
yourself.  You can drink health.  Please try to be saintly and meditate at the navel point.  
Self healing should not be very difficult.  It is our privilege, God gave us this.  Let us be 

with it.  Concentrate, concentrate deeply.  Feel light in you and your spirit will become one with the universal spirit.  
Micro consciousness and macro consciousness become part of you.  Come, come, come and drink the health.  Health, 
wealth and happiness. (Tape stops)  
YB:  Inhale deep please.  Deep, deep, deep and hold.  Press the navel point to the maximum strength.  Press inward.  
Let it go.  Inhale again.  Press hard.  Let it go.  Inhale deep again, deep, press harder.  Harder, harder, relax.  Relax, 
relax.  Now could you please stretch your legs and feel good and.... yeah you can lie down, that's all right.  I did it 
before, you can do it now.  Sleep, sleep if you want to, I don't mind that.  Lie down and sleep, sleep.  Take a nap.  That 
will restore the health.  Wherever you are take a blanket and just get lost.  Don't cross your legs, majority of you do not 
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know how to take a nap.  Stretch your legs and get lost.  And if you don't have a blanket pull the other one’s neighbors.  And switch off the lights.  
Yeah lights off, get lost, gone, one, two, three gone.  We are going to play you the lullaby which we play to our little children.  Please go sleep.  Quick 
nap you need.  You need about twenty minutes of nap, minimum.  Very good, no light at all, good.  No mischief, no light.  Nap means when you want 
to sleep. (The tape is played in the class) Tape continues.... (Tape stops) Roll your feet and your hands.  Lights on.  Rise slowly.  Slowly, slowly, 
slowly.  Good morning.  Are you very well relieved, relaxed now?  You have any questions?  Yeah. 
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Student:  (---). 
YB:  Yeah it is the concentrated energy, it is not only normal it should be happening.  We can stimulate in our body, 
ultimately the power of a man is that when his death time comes if he wants he can create the fire from his navel point 
and totally burn himself to ashes.  It's not a dream, some people very recently have done it.  After all what are we—we 
are energy of the sun, moon and self.  Father, son and holy ghost, that's what they say the trinity.  You do not know 
your own power.   
Next Friday, Saturday and Sunday we shall experience certain things which we otherwise only think it's a mystery.  
God is made in the image of man and man is made in the image of God.  If God could have made better a person than 
you He should have and He could have.  You are the best possible creation, it doesn't matter what you feel.  What you 
feel is relative, comparative.  It is your caliber, the reality is you are the best.  If one person in you excel, that leads the 
way to the fact that everybody can.  There is absolutely no such thing that we are born in sin.  And there is no process 
of life as guilt.  We are part of the infinity and we are infinity; our energy and our power is infinity.  That realization 
has come to mankind in many, many ways.  Your power and your energy on yourself is as big as sky.  There is no 
limit.   
Your mind has the power to be above time and space, you have five tatvas, you have three gunas and all what exists in 
the universe is within you.  You may agree or not doesn't matter.  You can say you are miserable.  That is your 
statement.  And it's comparative.  Reality is this is not true.  Just feel you are not miserable, you are not.  You feel 
small and if you spell small, S M A L L, and there is all in it.  So you feel small, but you are all.  That's a fact.  I mean 
to say you are western people, you have never been taught the power of mind.  Mind is powerful over matter.  Body is 
a matter, mind can win.  Then once we use the mind to heal, the mind to win, the mind to attract, mind to be powerful 
we are everything.  We are very, very limited physically.  But we are unlimited mentally.  And that is the combination 
of the human.  That is very enjoyable, beautiful combination. 
Student:  I would like to know something special about the arc line, how the arc line…. 
YB:  Arc line is a halo, it is from earlobe to earlobe.  It's a kind of a halo.  That's why we are called human being.  We 
are halo of the mental being, time being we are the halo.  And if we feel the domes in the arc line that means the body 
is diseased and if we feel the overlap in the arc line that means that disease is serious.  That is how the arc line decide 
how your health is.  Then it depends the color is silver white, just white, gray, pink green, reflective or it is dull.  That 
means what your capacity is.  It doesn't matter what you say.  It matters what your arc line is.  It is a thermometer of 
your total energy.  You can see it when you concentrate through certain meditations.  We will try, let us see how we do 
it.  I mean to say in the western world nobody taught those things, you are just, you get up, you are born, you drink, 
you eat meat, you take steak and you think you have muscles and you have passions and you have sex and that's all.  
Actually the human power is to live through mind, not through body.  Body is just a gross force, it's no big deal.   
Is there someone who is very muscular, with iron muscles, Mr. Champion here in this gathering?  Really strong 
person.  Could you come here, I will see how champion you are.  One volunteer.  Anybody who thinks he is Mr. 
Hercules.  Okay come.  Why not?  We got a she Hercules same thing.  See this is physical body,  they have to see, I 
am not,  right.  Put it here and I put down and you put up.  Wake up.  Stay.  Stay, stay strong.  If I push it down don't 
let it go.  Okay.  Like this  resist, resist, fight.  Fight, fight, fight, fight, fight.  Oh you are very strong, right.  Very 
good, keep it that way.  Strong, strong, strong, good muscles, good.  See, gracias.  If you mentally cut the arc line with 
one finger you can bring a biggest man down, you don't have to do this.  That's a brute force.  When you use the 
physical force and mental force with it, it's a different world.  But the problem is when you want to apply the physical 
body you forget you have a mind.  Okay?  Any question?  Oh he is bringing the microphone.  The world will hear you. 
Student:  (---). 
YB:  Oh when you come next Friday? 
Student:  (---). 
YB:  Oh yes.  Next Friday, yeah, yeah till next Friday we will expect you to eat lot of banana and the lemon.  We want 
you to go on a cleansing diet, lot of bananas because majority of you do not take a..... how many of you take a banana 
a day as a matter of habit, raise your hands.  See you crazy guys.  You need a banana in the morning for your 
potassium.  And you don't take a banana in the morning, it's just like starting a cold car.  You blowup the engine.  Very 
bad, very bad, very bad.  Bad, bad.  Yeah, I don't want to make you feel guilty.  But it's a very bad, bad, bad thing.   
A person should eat banana in the morning.  And if a woman doesn't eat a banana she goes berserk.  You need a 
banana in the morning to give your body the required potassium, it is a natural thing.  There is no other such thing in 
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food from where you can get quick potassium.  Moment you get the potassium you have the sodium balance, sodium 
balance will create the water balance, water balance will create the energy, energy will create your magnesium and 
calcium balance and that will create your projection all right, that projection will make you stimulant in that you can 
have a very thinking and intuitive self.  And on and on.  You understand?  You take potassium, that creates sodium 
balance, body reacts to that, sodium controls the water and moment the water is controlled then the calcium comes 
through.  And calcium, magnesium balance is in the thighs.  Then your projection becomes all right.  Then you have a 
good day.  It all hangs on one banana.  You understand and you don't eat it.  Why? 
Students:  (-----) 
YB:  You don't know?  Hey don't we say somebody who is, who is gone wrong, he has gone banana?  Actually it 
means that there is no banana in you.  You are going banana for the banana.  It means when you have no potassium 
balance you go.  If you take a onion a day it will keep the cancer away.  Yes, you need for your new blood everyday a 
onion.  One, that round thing.  You eat in a food, you eat in a salad, you eat otherwise, I don't have a fruit shop that I 
have to sell you that.  But I am just telling you what certain things you need.   
Do you know once in lifetime, you may not do it but if you sit in a water tub and take about three fourth, five pounds 
of yogurt and put lot of turmeric in it, mix it up and massage your body in the tub, everything and then stay there and 
let it dry on your body, massage it.  And then fill up the tub with warm water and wash yourself away; you feel as 
comfortable as young little baby is.  It's very healthy.  Extremely healthy.  It's the best cosmetic treatment you can ever 
do.   
Now we are all getting the cancer this, breast cancer this, you know, ladies get breast cancer.  When you take cold 
shower you massage your breasts you will never have it.  Because you never do anything for breast you never let it 
circulate, never blood circulates, so moment the cell don't change, they start irritating, they start misforming 
themselves  you will get breast cancer, simple.  You cause it ladies, not that it is for you.  Because you have the breast, 
men don't have it, and you don't exercise your breast.  And the exercise of breast is put cold water and massage it.  The 
entire blood will circulate you will be fine.  It has been found out people who take bath in the river, there are about two 
thousand diseases, they never get.  Because river water is a ice water, cold water.  And when you go in river  then you 
massage again, five, ten times you are perfect.  In the house you have hot water shower.  No circulation.  Nothing.  
When you take cold water shower, the blood rushes outside, the capillaries open up.  Body is cleansed.  It's the most 
healthy thing.  And Rome water is very cold.  It's very good.  It is very... it is very lucky.  There are places like New 
York water is very cold, it's very good.  Here water is very cold, it's very good.  In a town where there is a very cold 
water is available if somebody gets sick it's a tragedy. 
Student:  (---). 
YB:  Well, what did they say.  Cold water.  Cold, cold, water.  Cold water is the healthiest thing.  When the cold water 
comes you feel very painful and then you massage your body and then go under and  four-five times you do that then 
cold water will never be cold to you, it means you are absolutely healthy.  It's called hydrotherapy.  Psychotherapy, 
hydrotherapy.  But you will never do it.  Well, if you want to do hot water therapy, sit in hot water till you become 
prune.  Yeah.  And then jump in a ice cold tub.  It's more painful the otherwise.  Just having a bath only with hot water 
is nothing but inviting disease faster.  Serious.  That's how it is.  And if you make a salad, just don't forget your onion.  
When you get up in the morning take a orange juice, take a banana, put it in a blender, make your drink.  Good.  
Banana, yogurt and orange juice.  Very good breakfast drinks.  But you like to have a coffee.  That's  no good.  Do you 
comb your hair?  Forward and backward?  No you always comb backward.  Wrong.  You should comb forward and 
then backward.  You will never have headache.  It's a electromagnetic field.  And you use a wooden comb.  Bamboo 
comb or hard wood comb is very good.  And you have a brush, the bath brush with a long handle?  Sit down in a hot 
water tub and beat your body, it is best acupuncture you will experience.  Try it, you will be surprised. 
Student:  (---). 
YB:  Yeah that has to be done in a warm water.  Warm water up to the navel point and wet the brush.  Everywhere.  
That's the part of the hydrotherapy .  Best acupuncture.  If your lower back do that, if you have joints problem, you 
have anything it's fantastic.  What else? 
Student:  (---). 
YB:  No this is for a human.  I am not concerned... well those of you who eat meat, fish, egg and all that, I have no 
objection, you can sleep with that.  But the problem is you are not supposed to eat anything which you cannot 
eliminate in twenty four hours.  And if you think meat gives you protein, broccoli has eighty point two solvent protein.  
Meat has four point six.  So who is better?  But if you eat broccoli you pass wind like motorcycle.  You see, you take 
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broccoli, you take garlic, you take all these things you will start passing wind like .  Why?  It means.... do you know 
why?  Because your circulatory system is not right.  But if you take blanched almonds, handful of them and chew 
them with your teeth so your saliva and almonds becomes like a powder and then you eat that, you will have no gas.  
You know how terrible that is.  And everybody gets it.  It's not that you can get away.  That is a question of bad 
combination of food.   
You have to understand that in the coming new age, self healing will be perfect.  Man is sick and tired of being sick all 
the time and depression is the sickness.  When your energy is not right, either you blow up or you go depressed.  Then 
life is not enjoyable.  We got to have a system that we can change our energy, we have X-amount of energy for the day 
and we have to distribute it equally.  And we should have the strength when things are rough we can push, when things 
are we can relax.  It should be in our own strength.  Start living healthy, happy and holy.  You have nine hole... no not 
spiritual, hole.  Holy, one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine.  And what goes in and goes out should be 
under your conscious control.  That is the holy.  Otherwise it is pretending to be holy.  It's not holy.  You have the 
right to control what goes in you or comes out of you.  And with your head, this conscious eye, third eye, you must 
control yourself.  Discipline will not let you be depressed.  Live discipline.  What discipline you choose it's yours.  
Correct?  Any other question? 
Student:  (---). 
YB:  Oh we have three more days, why you want to know everything today?  We will put you through all that 
experience, I can't do it right now, it is too much, then you have to go home and you are going to sleep here tonight? 
Student:  (---). 
YB:  Yeah but you should not sleep after that.  For few days keep awake, because you stimulate energy you otherwise, 
you are a very what you call it sophisticated person and you try to live a life of a normal person.  I mean horse is living 
like a pig, that's how it is.  Normally you need a sulap, sulap, sulap see nindra.  You need a small nap and you can 
keep going. 
Student:  (---). 
YB:  How can mentally anybody sleep last night, we put you through such a energy, why to sleep, it’s necessary?  And 
tonight you want to sleep again? 
Student:  (---). 
YB:  It doesn't work that way.  It's a very joyful night, it's a night to see the world and we are very energetic, we slept 
few minutes, we were nice.  What is this  what is the use of that?  Exercise.  When you do not sleep for any reason and 
you want to sleep, there are three exercises you must do.  One is swan Kriya, one is Sat Kriya, one is bundle Kriya.  
These three every human body needs.  These three kriyas, Sat Kriya is for the Chakras and swan Kriya is for the spinal 
fluid, gray matter, brain, internal organs, heart, kidneys, bah-bah-bah whole thing and bundle Kriya is for the skin and 
circulation. 
Student:  (---). 
YB:  Oh that's a meditation.  There is only one meditation if you can do you can do everything.  Take these hands, put 
to....  
And sit straight and look at the tip of your nose and with your tongue without creating a sound utter the trukuti mantra 
Wah hey Guru, but nobody should hear it.  Tip of the tongue.  Tip of the tongue.  See, look at my mouth.  You can see 
it?  This is how my tongue will move inside my mouth when I utter that mantra.  That mantra has to open the  with 
tongue only.  No sound.  No, no, lips have nothing to do.  The male has a penis.  But the divine penis is the lingua, 
tongue.  That is the scripture, it's not something I am making it up.  And when that move with that sound it will create 
your horizon wider and wider and wider and wider.  This mouth is called Yoni.  Female organ.  And tongue is the 
male organ.  And the combination on the hypothalamus on upper palate, eighty four meridian point.  You are perfect.  
Anybody can do it.  You not only see your own arc line and aura and how you feel, you can even, you can even locate 
a person anywhere in the world.  Within the space and time you shall have the mastery.  But if you use for negative 
purposes, teasing other people or harassing other people, then you will lose all powers.  But if you use for healing and 
for inspiring you will be a saint.   
Student:  (----). 
YB:  Minutes?   
Student:  How many hours? 
YB:  I worked for twenty four years consistently.  I can tell you about me, I do not know you can get it in one minute, 
I don't know.  I worked twenty four years.  What I am today is product of twenty four solid years of discipline.  It 
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doesn't happen in a second.  Some people just get it, just in  they are lucky.  I was not lucky and I like not to be lucky.  
Luck favors fools.  That's what I do and I say, I can experience and I can explain.  I am not a preacher, I am a teacher.  
I qualify.  I can prove my statement, I know it is a fact, I know I can do it.  It's not that I have read some book and .  I 
don't believe in that.   
Life is to enjoy myself, life is to enjoy, you enjoy your life yourself.  Life is not for others.  Life is a gift to me.  My 
life is my gift.  I must enjoy it.  It has nothing to do with anybody else.  Period.  My life is my gift and it is my 
enjoyment, it's my experience and it is me.  I wrote that poem, ‘I, me and thou.’  You have it?  Can you translate it?  
See.  Good, you are  good. 
(Students reads the poem...) 
(Applause) 
YB:  I don't know I was going to sleep.  So I told Siri Simran I said, I am going to sleep and dictate a poem if you can 
write it fast.  And this is what I wrote.  We have painted four paintings for mandaala today.  When you will visit 
mandaala you will find them there.  They are funny.  Yeah.  Harpal, you like them.  He likes them.  And I am going to 
paint five paintings for, where is he.  Gurmer.  He gave me the brushes about twenty years old I think and the paint 
was old, old, old, couldn't even come out.  But we did it.  And they were good.  I wish I should have brought them here 
to show you.  But you will see them in mandaala when you visit next time.  Picasso looked nothing.  Oh you know 
what is Picasso, Picasso also drew some lines, and we draw lines and few hundred years later they will become better 
than Picasso, it's true.  I am very good with abstract.  Absolutely abstract, absolutely mastered it.  I can do it in a few 
seconds.  You have not seen those paintings, you don't know.  I drew them I know.  They were better than Piccaso, 
that's true.  You should feel that way.  It is not the artist, it is because the artist is dead.  There was a painting which 
was sold for forty million dollars and he painted it for just a cup of tea and a piece of bread.  Because he is not here to 
paint again.  So it's a supply and demand which establish the price.  Normal in artist time his paintings are never 
valued.  I painted a paining in Eugene, Oregon on my anniversary, I gave it to my wife.  It is fantastic.  I painted in 
three seconds.  It's wonderful really, I am not kidding.  At winter solstice, they will be, their copies will be available, 
it's okay.  Oh next Friday we will bring it to show it to you..  In New Mexico I painted a clown.  It's a masterpiece.  
The question is you think what.  That doesn't matter.  Time will prove it.   
Things are not proven by individual.  Time records it and history proves it.  Just understand that.  Gem is a gem, it's 
today or tomorrow or hereafter.  Gem, gem.  Gem is a gem is a gem.  Whenever time comes.  So when you 
concentrate you can create.  When you don't concentrate you can't create a thing.  And concentration comes from here.  
Strength is here.  Love is here, truth is here.  These are those Chakras.   
We will work on you Friday, Saturday and Sunday.  But today is Sunday right.  Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Thursday, eat lot of bananas and lemon juice.  Orange juice, citrus, citrus.  If you drink only you will be only very 
good.  Or sour yogurt what they call butter milk.  Sour things, sour.  Few days.  Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Thursday, four days.  Then we will put you through meditation and your body will respond very well.  As much you 
can.  No, no, no limit.  It will be good to go on bananas and sour, what they call that, they made it out of the cabbage 
what they call, sour what, sour  and orange juice and bananas, sour yogurt.  That cleans the body of poison.  Because 
today we have initiated it.  Now body should eliminate it.  And you should be free of your own poison.  Got it.  Yeah. 
Student:  (---). 
YB:  Okay two ears, two eyes, four, now you know.  Two and two four, two six, this one seven and two downstairs.  
Got it.  Nine perfect.  Anybody who has nine holes is holy.   
Student:  (----). 
YB:  Sugar, sugar, sugar.  Not good.  Sugar creates sugar blue.  Sugar blue is a kind of hysteria in which you are very 
insensitive and hyper.  We have made in our production a tincture from this chocolate.  Do you know chocolate is the 
most bitter thing in the world?  But how much honey and sugar they put in it to make it sweet.  But we have made a 
chocolate tincture out of chocolate ignetia and some other herbs put together.  It keeps the blood pressure so calm and 
so good, perfect.  You want to taste sometime?  When I drink it, it looks like chocolate.  The smell.  But it’s bitter.  So 
we can't chocolate so what we did is we transferred into tincture.  It's a great medicine drink for hypertension.  My 
blood pressure is now hundred twenty six, seventy, sixty nine something like that.  It used to be hundred fifty, hundred 
sixty, something like that ninety four, sometime hundred, now never.  So certain things can be used for medicine 
reason.  But sugar is the deadliest thing.  It's a slow poison.  The maximum sugar you should take, you should look to 
the moon and in a teaspoon put the honey and look at the honey that's it.  But eat nothing.  Now sugar is .  Sugar can 
kill you without your knowing it. 
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Student:  (---). 
YB:  Honey can be used only in a very limited manner.  Ounce a day.  Ounce a day.  Ounce.  Maximum ounce. 
Student:  (---). 
YB:  Oh I did lot of other things.  Many, many things.  There is nothing, there is nothing man cannot master I didn't 
master... I don't practice anything you know I.... but I wanted to know everything.  You come, I recommend, if you 
survive we will talk.  That you have to study under the teacher.  I studied under my teacher.  I am not a western, I am 
oriental.  You people are in habit to get everything for nothing.  These things are not, these things are not for sale.  
These things you get when you surrender and you are told and you obey and you achieve and you go through that.  I 
remember those ninety days.  Have you seen a teacher?   
One day I was going with my teacher, walking with him.  I had perfect boot and suit and whatever you want to call it.  
And he said, “How fast you can go on this tree?” 
I said, “Really very fast.” 
He said, “Don't take off the shoes or anything just I want to see how fast you can go.” 
I think it took me a minute to go up where the branch of the tree split.  And then he said, “Stay there till I come back.”  
He showed up three days later.  I learnt how to survive on a tree.  You know what I am saying?  I found out in that tree 
there is certain branch where water is contained and there are certain leaves underneath which you can eat and you can 
survive and in the main trunk there is water that you can clean yourself if you want.  And I enjoyed it sleeping on a 
branch without falling on the ground.  Because I realized I was twenty feet above the ground.   
Oriental masters are.. there is no limit.  It is the western world where you become student morning and afternoon you 
are not.  I am still a student.  And shall be till I live.  It is student who become  it's the slave who becomes the master.  
Not the man.  You want to study ninety days?  When you have time, when you makeup your mind, you come, if you 
survive first week we will continue.  Normally people do not stay more than seventy two hours they are gone.  With 
me we started two thousand students.  In the end we were only three left.  Those who want to learn and live they have 
to live to learn.  And when they concentrate that oneness they are not human anymore they become God.  This is the 
simple relationship between man and God.  Oneness.  So long there is a duality there is no relationship.  See how clear 
I am.  Thank you.  Yeah. 
Student:  (---). 
YB:  How did you learn, what? 
Student:  (---). 
YB:  It's a very Ayurvedic system.  You have to study.  Have you studied Ayurvedic?  Try it.  There are systems, 
Ayurvedic, Greek, naturopathy, homeopathy, allopathy, surgery, hydrotherapy, psychotherapy, and no therapy.  No 
therapy is the prayer.  No therapy is also shunya they call it shunya.  When master out of His mercy changes the death 
into life.  Or it happened when I was dead.  Prayer of my people got me up.  According to the medical record I .  When 
I woke up out of the surgery hospital the doctor said, “Yogiji, Yogiji, are you all right?” 
I said, “Don't bother now, it is not your problem I am fine.  I am better than you.  You lost me.”   
Where is Guru Dev.  See that big heavy, heavy healer.  You cut him, that is equal to three people.  He is big  like that.  
And he doesn't do anything, just touch it, take the organ in, heal it, put it back .  But if there is a Chinese doctor who 
touches the pulse or medical doctor who can take the X-rays things will happen on the spot.  When I was healing 
through my heart problem I developed arrhythmia.  And they gave me some medicine.  It didn't work, it had a very 
terrible side effect.  Though I have taught Guru Dev myself so I called him, I said, “Come on, heal my this arrhythmia, 
I am tired of it.”  It was one session.  Perfect.  What is the explanation of it .   
Curing is curing.  Healing is healing.  Healing is flawless, curing may not work.  Flawless.  Herbs heal, doctor 
diagnose, and God cures.  So curing is not man.  Healing is.  It's a gift.  Have anybody done session with Harpal?  
Psychotherapy?  See how he interlocks.  He interlocks the whole personality.  That is a gift.  It's a pure simple gift.  So 
when you become professionals you reach a point of mastery, you do it.  And everybody has to learn that.  Interlock.  
Then you can elevate.  Elevate.  Pundit wake up.  Pundit gets sleepy after a while.  You are tired? 
Student:  No. 
YB:  You were not here on time.  What were you doing?  See.  Pundit is a very special person.  Isn't it?  He has a good 
healing power in his fingers.  He heals.  Pundit means wise person.  He is very wise.  How are your crystal.  Not  
crystal.  Crystal, he looks like a Christ look at him.  That is how Jesus used to be.  He is a carbon copy.  Look at him.  
Am I wrong?  Hey stand up.  Crystal.  Look at his face.  Now it's not, now it's gone.  No good.  The way he tied his 
turban that is how Christ used to, Jesus used to wear.  That's why .  That's called patka.  We are all the spirit, we are all 
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one spirit.  Sometime we recognize it, sometime we don't.  But our source is one, our existence is because of that 
source and that is the source we go in.  It is all one.  We feel different.  And that is just to enjoy life.  Otherwise 
oneness is forever.  Right?  You understand?  Therefore never hate anybody or put down anybody or be negative.  
Everybody is a spirit.  Even the bad thing proves the good thing.  If there are not bad things how can we know what is 
good.  But if you see a bad thing be grateful it is not you.  If you see a good thing be grateful that can be you.  And 
may the long time sun shine.... 
The class sings:  (May the long time sun shine upon you.....) 
YB:  May there be peace, peace of mind, peace of self, peace of environments, peace within all of us.  May the spirit 
rise and resurrect, may the enlightenment heal us, may our day be healthy, happy and holy.  May the oneness keep us 
prosperous and our projection be success.  May the prosperity be to all, may the love of power be in us.  Lord God the 
Creator as  thy creation, may we feel peace, love and tranquility for ourself and for all of us.  Thank you for 
everything.  God bless us, Sat Nam. 
Next Friday bananas and lemons will come.  We like to work really good. 
(Applause) 
(The tape is played in the class) 
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